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Honors Speakers
Stress Potential
“ Can fundamental education make
the same appeal to student interests as
a campus crisis over student rules
or housing reform ?”
President John McConnell asked sev
eral thousand parents and students this
question Saturday, in his annual Pa
rents Weekend Address in Snively Are
na.
He maintained that its answer
should be “ an emphatic y e s.”

In his second major address in
24 hours, McConnell urged parents
to write members of the UNH fac
ulty and administration, telling of their
hopes for their sons and daughters in
the course of their education here. His
first address was at the TSAS com
mencement Friday.
After remarking that the hopes of
parents for their children “ have much
in common with our hopes for the Uni
versity,” President McConnell told
parents that letters “ will produce some
surprising results.
Your hopes are
important and it would be most help
ful if you would take the time to let
us know what they are.”
McConnell went on to say that he
maintained four hopes for the Uni
versity. They are:
...that “ the student body will find
UNH...a good environment for intel
lectual exchange.”
...that “ the University may discov
er the way to help students find mean
ing in life in a rapidly changing world.”
...that UNH could obtain a new home
for its international students, which
would be a way to “ initiate and in
tegrate students into University life.”
...that the U n iv e r s ity “ will find a
way to share more fully with the whole
state the knowledge and culture avail
able on this campus.”
The President emphasized the need
for “ those of us who are directly con
cerned with the University to keep in
touch” with members of the non-aca
demic community.
He also compared the internal work
ing of a University to the story of
Sleeping Beauty. In McConnell’ s anal
ogy, he likened Sleeping Beauty to a
student; her parents, the king and
queen, to students’ parents, and the
good fairies and the bad witch to the
faculty.
He declined, however, to
identify the bad witch.
Continuing the comparison, he said
that when Sleeping Beauty was born,
various good fairies bestowed valuable
gifts on the princess, but one witch
declared that she would die at an
early age.

However, “ one good fairy created
a compromise” , saying that Sleep
ing Beauty would only sleep for 100
years. McConnell indicated that this
is the sort of compromise between
two opposing factions for which an
institution should strive.
McConnell also spoke of the re
sponsibilities of parents, and said that
“ giving our son or daughter freedom
to choose is not an abdication of
responsibility.”

Draft Counselor
Here Thursday
Kendrick Putnam, Official Draft
Counselor for the New Hamp
shire Council of Churches will be
on campus, Thursday, May 16th.,
and will be available for students
to see him, 10 A.M. to 5 P.M. in
the Senate Room of the MUB.
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S e v e n O f f ic e r s G o
Nine students have declared their
candidacy for eight junior and senior
class offices. The only contested posi
tion as of 5 p.m. yesterday was vicepresident of the junior class.
The deadline for filing petitions of
candidacy is today, and voting will take
place tomorrow. C o m m u t e r s and
Greeks will vote in the Union, between
11 a.m. and 5 p.m., according to Tom
McGonis of the Student Senate Elections
Committee.
Residents will vote in
dorms tomorrow evening.
Awards Elections
Elections for senior men’ s and wo
men’ s awards and the outstanding pro
fessor in each college will also beheld
tomorrow.
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Unopposed

Incumbent president Jose Fernandez
of the junior class and Carmen Fratarolli of the sophomore class will seek
re-election.
No other candidate has
filed a formal petition, but a write-in
campaign is reportedly being organ
ized for president of the senior class.
The only declared candidates for
senior class offices call themselves
“ The United Ticket.” Members of the
ticket are Fernandez; Dick Couture,
vice-president; Toni Valley, secretary;
and Pip Robinson, treasurer.
Fernandez has been president of the
sophomore and junior classes, honora
ry executive secretary of the Asso
ciated Class Officers of New England;
a member of the executive board of the

An environment painting by two art majors now
keeps students on their toes on the ground floor
foyer of Hamilton Smith. Doug Nydegger and Pat
Spaulding did the painting, while RHAC contributed
yjg supplies.
(photo by Martin)

McConnell Urges Parental Interest,
Then Uses Fairy Tale Illustration
“ A great potential is a heavy bur
den.”
Helen Poworoznek, a senior who will
graduate with honors next month, told
a convocation of honor students Sunday
that this statement made by Charles
Schultz’ s “ Lucy” , summarized many
feelings of those involved in honors
work.
Miss Poworoznek, Homer Priest, of
the Class of 1938, and Dr. Verne Brown,
of the Class of 1960, each spoke of the
different rewards of such “ a great po
tential” , at the final event of Parents
Weekend.
Priest, who also received an honora
ry degree at the convocation, said, “ It
is the ability to accept a challenge...
which is the real reward of honors
work.”
He also emphasized the benefits of
honors work that come after gradua
tion, as in the fields of science and
industry. “ We are, and we will be for
a long time, short on people who are
willing to accept the challenge of the
modern technical world,” she said.
Priest concluded that “ confidence
and self-esteem ...are some of the re
wards which will give you a richer,
fuller life and make this world a bet
ter place to live.”
Brown, a member of the engineering
faculty at the University of California
at Davis, reiterated Priest’ s statement
that “ confidence in themselves” is one

of the most valuable advantages that
students receive from honors work.
Stressing the value of honors work as
a career reference, he said, “ I propose
that you students...have already em
barked on a career that will be its own
reward.”
Miss Poworoznek told the convoca
tion that “ the most important thing is
the attitude that the honor student has,
as he or she tries to achieve.”
She said, in an address that received
extended applause from the audience,
“ To me, honors work is friendship; to
me, the friend at the University has
been the administration, the faculty, and
the people of the University commu
nity.”
“ We students...can be friends with
the administration and faculty,” she
continued.
“ Together students and
faculty try to create an atmosphere
of academic inquiry. But we students
must respond to the attempts made by
the faculty and administration.”
She spoke of the “ moments of frus
tration” of an honor student, as when
he can’ t get into a course because he
hasn’ t had the prerequisites, or when
a professor’ s office hours conflict with
the time the student is free.
However, Miss Poworoznek main
tained that the major question in each
student’ s mind should be, “ How much
can we afford to give?”

Student Senate; and was elected vicepresident of Senior Key this week.
“ My main qualification for the office
is a willingness to work and work hard,”
Fernandez said. “ I have had experience
as president for two years.” He hopes
to improve class spirit by having a lovein in the fall to get the class together and
create unity.
Dick Couture, a member of Sigma
Beta fraternity and treasurer of Senior
Key, is running for vice-president on
the United Ticket. An R. A. in Engelhardt, he is a representative to the
University Senate and social chairman
of the junior class.
He claims the class should “ try to
get more people involved. We should
start with our friends and the people
we know, and go on from these,” he
said.
Toni Valley, a history major and a
resident of McLaughlin, the United
Ticket candidate for secretary, has
been on the executive board of the
junior class, the joint ASO-Senate bud
get committee, and was chairman o f
the publicity committee for Spring
Weekend.
“ I’ d like to see the seniors take
more interest in their class as a
whole.
I’ d like to see seniors join
with us to alleviate apathy on cam
pus,” she said.
Pip Robinson is the United Ticket
candidate for treasurer. A member
of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, he was
not available for comment.
Junior Class
Five sophomores are running in
dependently for four junior class of
fice positions.
Carmen Fratarolli, the incumbent
sophomore class president, hopes for
“ a coalition of all classes into a
separate all-class council with repre
sentatives from all classes,” as well
as a class newsletter, and block book
ing of entertainers for big weekends
through ACONE.
The political science major from
Stamford, Connecticut, is a member of
pike, was a sophomore sphinx, a stu
dent senator, a member of the Council
on Physical Education and Athletics
of the University Senate, and was presi
dent of the freshman class.
John Kuzmann, a political science
major in Lambda Chi Alpha, is run
ning independently for vice-president
of the junior class.
He would like to see the incorporation
»of class officers into Student Senate, as
a committee of all class officers with a
business manager and coordinator on
Senate.
Robert Near, a member of Phi Mu
Delta, is also running for vice-presi
dent of the junior class. He is a mem
ber of Air Force ROTC, the orienta
tion committee, and has been a student
Senator.
“ I have the time and the desire to do
something for the class. I feel there is
too much class apathy,” he said.
Barbara Malecki, a member of Alpha
Chi Omega, will run for secretary of
the junior class. She has served on
RHAC, Student Senate, and was social
chairman of her residence hall.
“ I have had experience working in
student government. I want to see the
class get on its feet,” she noted. “ We
need more class activities, something
like C o-R ec day, to get the class to
gether.
Bob MacEwen, a member of Pike,
hopes to be elected treasurer of the
junior class.
“ It seems like in the past few years,
nobody has really cared about the
classes, somebody has to do some
thing,” he said.
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New English Curriculum

Sidore Lectures

H idcokto Direct ‘Saul'

■

■

m

Robert Hickok will direct the
Brooklyn College Festival Cho
rus in a performance of “ Saul” ,
the oratorio by Handel, on Sunday
May 26 in the UNH Field House.
The performance will mark the
second appearance at the Univer
sity by Hickok, who visited the
campus two years ago as a Sidore
Visiting Lecturer. His purpose
at the time was to “ build a
chorus,” to show how he worked
as a, conductor, and to direct
members of the University com 
munity in a choral presentation.
“ In a short time, a group of
about 100 were having the time of
their lives working for him, and
for the last few days of rehearsal
they were joined by 17 students
from Brooklyn College, three
professional soloists from New
York, and musicians from Boston
and this community,” said Erwin
Jaffe, chairman of the Sidore
Lectures Committee.
“ On the tenth day the entire
group performed at Johnson
Theater, and it was agreed by all
who heard them and all who par
ticipated
that the entire ex
perience had been remarkable.
And Hickok was the dynamic force
that made it happen.”
Enjoys U N H
Hickok, according to Jaffe, re
mains one of the busiest con
ductors in New York, with three
different
conducting
assign
ments. However, he agreed to
return because of the enjoyment

■■

and satisfaction he derived from
his first UNH appearance.
This time, the conductor will
bring the entire Brooklyn Festi
val Chorus (52 women, 42 men),
and several professional solo
ists to perform the baroque mas
terpiece, “ Saul.” The soloists
will arrive May 22 and the chorus
plans to begin rehearsals here
on May 24.
Hickok will lecture on “ The
Oratorio prior to Handel” on
May 20 at 7 p.m.; on “ The Ora
torios of Handel” on May 21
at 7:30 p.m.; and on “ Saul”
on May 22 at 10 a.m. All le c
tures will be free.
Demanding Performance
“ Saul” has rarely been per
formed because the forces it re 
quires are tremendous,” Jaffe
said. “ It demands a truly pro
fessional orchestra, of all Han
del’ s Oratorios, it has the most
impressive amount of purely o r
chestral music. And the score,
in addition to the usual instru
mentation, calls for both the
organ and the harpsichord.
The orchestra will include as
organist Professor PeterWaring
of the Music Department and
tympanist R.P. Sylvester, chair
man of the philosophy department
Soloist Marvin Hayes, a bass
who plays “ Saul” , has performed
with the symphony orchestras of
several major cities. John Ferrante, Jean Haskes, Lois Bove,
Constantin Casolas, and Arthur

Burrows, and other soloists have
similar credentials.
‘ ‘In bringing Hickok to the cam
pus,
in encouraging him to
perform
Handel’ s ‘ Saul’ , the
members
of the Sidore Com
mittee feel they have given the
campus an extraordinary oppor
tunity.
We invite you to hear
Hickok’ s lecture, to attend his
lectures, and to get your tickets
as early as possible for the May
26 performance.”

“ The new English
brought to
individual
Englishcurriculum were
will keep the good points of the department members who offered
current programs, but it will be additional suggestions.
“ We tried to change the ma
liberalized to include students
who would like to take courses jors to enable students to broaden
in writing, linguistics, and other their course of study, to provide
related courses,” explained John depth and variety,” Richardson
Richardson, chairman of the Eng continued.
Currently the prospective Eng
lish deparr ment.
For several months a curricu lish major chooses from two pos
lum committee, under the chair sible programs of study, English
manship of Dale Underwood, pro literature or English teaching.
fessor of English, examined the Under the new system, the Eng
two programs of study now offer lish literature major has been
ed by the department. The results renamed the English major. Lit
erature majors will now have the
opportunity to take senior sem i
nars, special studies and genre
courses, which deal with highly
specialized subject matter.
He explained that Peace Corps
Richardson indicated that the
representatives
have become core of the revised curriculum
dissatisfied with the present was a broadened study oppor
methods of recruiting. “ We make tunity.
“ We think if a student
sporadic visits to schools, sit is going to study English litera
behind tables in lobbies, show ture— and that includes American
movies, and give tests. It just literature—he should have the
isn’ t effective.”
broader part, not just the small
Student Senator Bill Hunger- part that a straight American
ford will head a committee to literature major would provide.
study the establishment of a per After all, English literature is
manent Peace Corps liaison at so much older - 10 centuries while American literature only
UNH.
goes back two centuries or so,”
he remarked.
Currently the literature major
YR to Hold Fireside is required to take at least 24
credits
in literature courses
The Young Republican Club
numbered above 750. With the
will hold a ‘ Fireside” on state
new curriculum, writing courses
politics with Barry Clough, the
would be one interest that the
Strafford County chairman of the
student can include for credit.
Republican Party, Thursday night
“ We know that this revision
at 7:30 in the alumni room of
New Hampshire Hall. Resolu appears confusing at first. Stu
tions on the broad based tax, dents should see their advisor
gubernatorial candidates’ posi to talk over the changes to enable
tion on taxes, and the recent edu students to have a program to
cation report on New Hampshire fit individual needs,” Richardson
education and taxes will be voted said.
“ I think students will find the
on. All students are invited to
new curriculum more liberal,”
attend.
he said.

Jerald S e e b Liaison
“ We’ d like to establsh a per
manent contact within the Uni
versity wherein the Peace Corps
would be able to give, rather
than just take,” said Michael
Jerald, who will end a three-day
recruiting stint at UNH today.
Jerald, a Peace Corps repre
sentative for the Boston area,
continued, “ If there were some
sort of permanent liaison com 
mittee set up here to work with
the needs o f the University, it
would be easy to schedule Peace
Corps volunteers to speak on
special
subjects at specific
tim es.”
“ Also, volunteers who have
returned from Peace Corps se r
vice could work with the foreign
student advisor, helping to orient
foreign students to a new cul
ture.”

PEACE CORPS
Special Notice

Applications submitted now will be In time for August and
September programs.

Required Peace Corps Language Aptitude Test will be given
today and tomorrow (Wed. and Thur.) at 1:00 and 7:00 PM.
Check at Union for place.

Juniors can apply now for when they graduate next June.

For further information or applications contact the Student
Senate Office.

Broadens Study Opportunity

Research Grants Total $500,000
The University of New Hamp
shire
Trustees reported la sf
week that during April they ac
cepted more than one-half mil
lion dollars for research pro
grams.
The largest single grant was
made by the Federal Office of
Education,
which provided a
$248,000 Educational Opportunity
Grant to the Student Financial
Aids Office.
It will provide
assistance for approximately 550
students next year.
Other
grants
received in
cluded:
$130,000 for support of re 
search into “ Measuring Neutron
Intensity in Space,” directed by
P rofessor of Physics John A.
Lockwood. The National A ero
nautics and Space Administra
tion made the grant.
$41,900 to Assistant Professor
of Economics Michael A. Duggan
from the National Science Foun
dation, to study
“ Computers
and Communications:
Policy
Implications for
Colleges and
Universities.”
$27,604
from the Office of
Economic Opportunity to support
a regional training office in the
area of early childhood education,
under the direction of Gilbert A.
Austin, director of the UNH Bur
eau of Research and Testing
Services.
$24,500 from the National Sci
ence Foundation for research en
titled “ Functional Analysis” by
Mathematics Professor Robert
J. Silverman.

$13,000 to Edward L. Chupp,
professor of physics, to support
“ Investigation of Energy Levels
in Foil-Excited Atomic Beams,”
provided by NASA.
$10,404 from the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission to support
research
by Chemistry P ro
fessor Melmut M. Haendler in
“ Reactions in Non-Aqueous Sol
vents.”
$8,855 provided by the Ameri
can Heart Association to A s
sociate
Professor Samuel C.
Smith, of the animal science de
partment, to support research
entitled “ Arachidonate Metabol
ism in Pigeon Aorta Cells in
Vitro.”
$1,500 from the Office of Na
val Research to support research
by Microbiology Professor Galen
E. Jones on “ The Effect of
Nichel Ions on a Marine Arthrobacter.”
Four model ROl single-pan
analytical balances for the de
partment of chemistry, given by
Neslab, Inc.
Two scholarships were an
nounced by the trustees, one for
Plymouth State, and one of $500
to students in the UNH Hotel
Administration program, by Sky
Chiefs. Inc.
Two unrestricted gifts were
given to UNH by IBM of Concord,
and Gulf Oil of Pittsburgh, as part
of each company’ s policy of mat
ching the gifts given by it§ em
ployees
to educational insti
tutions. IBM awarded $85, and
Gulf Oil gave $40.
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'Man in the M oon’ Tours State Schools
by Betsey Ives

C ASH*
I
BOOKS
FOR

YOUR

seesaws. Debbie played basketball with her troggle nose and got
it hung up in a tree 15 feet above the ground. The phoenix (Linda
E D IT O R 'S N O TE; Last week 25 students and Mrs. Judith Daven Aldrich) joined us and practiced kicking field goals through the ■
|
port of the Speech and Drama Department took the children's swings with her “ precious egg.”
play "M an in the M o o n " on tour to ten New Hampshire element
Midnight Friday
ary schools. T H E N EW H A M P S H IR E asked Betsey Ives, who plays
At a North Strafford school, the troggle-eating gremlins (Pip, I
w h e t h e r u s e d h e r e or n o t
a "toggle" in the play to record scenes from the tour that the John Carmichael, and Pym, Steve Spear) decided to not only chase, *
audience did not see. Her report is presented here.
but catch, a troggle whom they proceeded to devour on the stage ^ Text, Reference, Professional,
until Fiona came to the rescue'. By the end of the tour, most of the I
6:15 a.m. Wednesday
Paperbacks
troggles bore gremlin toothmarks.
The UNH Children’ s Theatre left Paul Arts Center in a general
Saturday
state of semi-awareness. Least awake of all were Jeanne Munn
W ELL BUY ANY BOOK RESALABLE
In Berlin today, Rob Vergas was mobbed by a dozen girls
and Joanne Tracy who had performed the incredible feat of waking
up in Scott Hall at 6:10 and arriving at Paul Arts loading platform between the ages often and 13 who wanted his autograph and address.
Rob, with Jeff Taylor (production manager) controls stage lighting.
five minutes later.
Every Thursday
Bruce and John (Carmichael) were whistled at as they strolled
11 p.m. Wednesday
through Berlin in their bermudas.
Afternoon 1 — 4
After two morning performances at the Rumford School in Con
The stage in Errol was designed to slope towards the audience
at
cord, we went to the C notched Mountain Foundation where we pre ( a “ raked” stage - very rare in the U.S.) but our set was not
sented a regular performance to an unusual audience. Although designed to stand on a hillside. The force of gravity won out and
some of the children were very hard of hearing, if not deaf, most we moved the set onto the floor.
of them seemed to enjoy and understand the show. Children with
Amid lamentations that “ The man in the moon is dead” , we
better hearing conveyed explanations in rapid sign language to others creamed off our makeup, loaded the truck for the last time, and
who could not hear at all. Here, as everywhere, several of the climbed into the bus for the lastlongride.
older boys helped to unload and load the scenery. It was a very
1 a.m. Sunday
rewarding performance; we were really something special to these
On Sunday we pulled into Durham and spent an hour ruthlessly
children.
We went from Crotched Mountain to the home of our company demolishing the set and flying machine we had carried so carefully
manager,
Dick “ Monkey” Putnam, where we were all stuffed for 550 miles and 12 performances.
One relic remains — the central post of the flying machine.
so full of marvelous food that we could hardly climb back into the
Known as **the alternator” , it is planted in the lawn by the Johnson
bus.
Theatre entrance of the Paul Creative Arts Center bearing this
9 p.m. Thursday
sign:
We do hereby dedicate this sacred tribute to:
In Wolfeboro we acted on, and in front of, the stage, which was
Six troggles, viciously eaten.
not large enough to accommodate a crashing flidng machine.
One flying machine, severely beaten,
The “ flash pots” in scene seven remained silent when they should
The beating heart of one sorrowing mother.
have “ burst asunder with a deafening report” , and everyone on
Meet your friends
The one who wished us to “ love each other” ,
the stage ad libbed frantically until “ the man in the moon” (John
F. and P. Plum who, alas, fly no more.
Halden) appeared from the moon cave unannoimced by the absent
at
And the weary remains of the twenty-four.
explosion.
Many thanks to our director, Mrs. Gilbert Davenport, for her
At Tamworth that afternoon the explosion failed us again. Fiona
(Nancy Benham) was invited by the director of the Barnstormer *s foresight in recognizing the importance o f immortalizing the “ sacred
Theatre of Tamworth to act in the theatre’ s summer program. alternator” .
Three cheers for the noble cqstu me crew of Toby Young, Janet
Congratulations Nancy!
As P rofessor Plum (Bruce Nadeau) and Fiona assembled the Ackley, and Helena Franczac who kept us all in a state of good
flying machine in Moultonboro, the electricity failed, and for a repair.
Famous Quotes:
few moments it looked as though we might have to go on in darkness
for Pizza and Beer
Mrs. Davenport: “ Remember, this audience has never seen your
and without music. There was a lot of ad libbing in this per
(Downstairs in the Pizza Den)
formance, some of it for the benefit of the audience, but more of it show before, so do a good job.”
P rofessor Plum, in reference to the moon trees, (Linda Foust,
for the amusement of the cast.
you roust be 21 years of aga
C h e r y l H o w e, and J o a n n e T r a c y ) a s h e p e e r s u n d er th e hem of
10:30 a.m. Friday
one’ s gown: “ I must examine it in detail.”
The audience in Pittsburg was rather quiet, but the cast wasn’ t.
Mooncalf (Falko Schilling) to himself, to avoid laughing on stage
Between their scenes, the six troggles, rabbit-like moon creatures at what shouldn’ t have been funny: “ Orange balloons, orange
(Debbie Bessey, Mary-Helen Fleury, Betsey Ives, Marylou Ledden, balloons.”
Joanne Munn, and Bob St. Cyr) exercised the school’ s swings and
Mrs. Davenport; “ Love each other.”

THE
C O -O P

The Keg Room

Home Economics Requests New Nome
The faculty of the College of
Agriculture has requested that
UNH officials change the name of
the Department of Home Econo
mics to the Department of Family
Development.
“ The program we offer here is
not best described by the name
home
econom ics,”
said A ssociate
Professor of Home
Economics Earl Goodman. “ This
is an umbrella term referring
to many areas of study.”
Clothing and textiles, child de-

velopment, and interior design
are not offered as majors under
the current curriculum of home
economics. However a student
may major in family develop
ment, specializing in high school
teaching, community work, and
similar areas.
The focus of the home econo
mics course at UNH is the study
of the family in terms of its in
ternal relationships and its r e lationships with the social and
physical environment.___________

Alumni Establish New Public
Relations Service for State
strengthened public under
standing of the programs and
operations of the University sys
tem is the aim of the newly es
tablished information services
offices in Concord. Sponsored
by the UNH Alumni Association,
the service will increase the de
sire
for information
on any
matter related to the University
or the States Colleges of New
Hampshire.
W. Arthur Grant, assistant to
President McConnell, was named
to organize the office and to
initiate its programs. A gradu
ate of UNH, class of 1951, Grant
will spend each Monday per form 
ing liaison duties on the Durham
campus, and will work out of the
Concord office for the rest of the
week.
President McConnell believes
the office “ recognizes a longfelt need for a centrally located

information office serving the
growing statewide interest in
UNH and the State Colleges at
Plymouth and Keene.”

Phoenix to Pym as he leaves with her egg: “ You carry with you
the sorrowing heart of a beating mother.”
Everyone: (off stage-anytime): It’ s da man, da man in da moon.”

Construction
Engineers
Progressive New England contractor involved in all
phases of heavy construction and material supply
Dusiness has a few select openings in various divisions
for June '68 graduates who want to be construction
engineers. Featuring:
-

The State Alumni Information
Office is located in Room 210
of the State Block at 77 North
Main St., Concord.

G o od starting salary
Paid vacations
Com pany family health insurance
Company sponsored graduate courses
A growth company with chances for advancement
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Send resume or apply for interview to:
P. O. Box 312, Warwick, Rhode Island 02887
Attention: Mr. Armand Libutti

Sweat bands, tennis hats, eyeglass holders, squash
balls, tennis balls, softballs and softball bats, g olf
balls and tees . .. and badminton birds.
at

THE HARDWARE HOUSE
Jenkins Court

Hi, I’m Josh. My mother wants a
Uve-in girl to help take care of me
this summer. We’ll have pool
privileges and weekends at Lake
Winnepesaukee. Contact D. Foster,
Liberty Hill Rd., Bedford, N. H.
472-3988.

THE N.H. STRING TRIO
Will Be In Concert
Wednesday —May 15
At 8:00 P.M. in the Strafford Room
Admission FREE
PRESENTED BY MUSO
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Backtalk
A page of letters and opinions from our readers
Opinion

Freeman Outlines Demands of Poor People’s Campaign
The Poor People’ s Campaign, cur
rently underway in Washington and
projected to continue until Congress
takes significant action upon the prob
lems of poverty and racism in Ameri
ca, is In scope and purpose the most
important demonstration of social pro
test in many years. It deserves the
serious attention and support of all
members of the University communi
ty.
That poverty and racism are serious
flaws in the fabric of American society
is a fact now beyond dispute. (The
period of astonishment—when Michael
Harrington first numbered the poor in
America at 40 to 50 million; when the
National Committee on Hunger and
Malnutrition named 300 counties in
the nation where emergency hunger
conditions exist; when the National
Advisory Commission on Civil Dis
orders rooted the causes of urban
violence in white racism and in in
tolerable living c o n d i t i o n s — is now
over.) The murder of Martin Luther
King, Jr., only emphasized the plight
of the poor man and the black man in
America.
Yet, incredibly, Americans seem
unwilling to take the necessary steps
to end this unexcusable waste of hu
man life.
The half-hearted War on
Poverty has received such drastic
cuts in its budget that, coupled with
Congressional legislation dealing with
rioters, it is more a War on the
Poor. Even in the wake of Dr. King’ s
assassination, America’ s conscience
lies unawakened. A wealth of scholar
ships and memorials are offered in
King’ s memory, masking a total ir
resolution to combat the conditions that
he gave his life for trying to erase.
What are the demands of the Poor
People’ s Campaign? Essentially the
Campaign aims only at providing a
decent life for all citizens in the
world’ s richest nation. Programs to
implement this aim include;
(1) a
massive attack on unemployment to
end the despair of able-bodied men
unable to find work, (2) a guaran
teed annual income for all persons
who, for reasons of age, physical
disability, etc., cannot hold a job,
(3) a program to rapidly provide lowincome housing in depressed commu
nities. Though such programs would
cost billions of dollars, it is small
price to pay for the alleviation of a
shameful social condition. A simple
rearrangement of b u d g e t priorities

(America spends ten times as much
money on military “ preparedness”
as she does on welfare) would pro
vide the necessary funds.
It is argued by some that the time
is not right for such a large-scale
demonstration, that the mood of the
Congress is wrong, that the poor must
wait.
How ironical that Martin Luther
King answered these arguments five
years ago in his “ Letter from a
Birmingham Jail.” For, if Congress
isn’ t ready to act, it only illustrates
the fact that “ freedom is never vo
luntarily given by the oppressor; it
must be demanded by the oppressed.”
If the poor are unwilling to wait, it
is only because “ ‘ justice too long
delayed is justice denied.’ ”
And
who can claim that justice exists
when, in Mississippi, a Senator re
ceives $150,000 a year not to grow
cotton on part of his plantation. While
in Bolivar Coimty, black babies suffer
from body- and mind-crippling mal
nutrition and dehydration?
It is also argued that the Campaign,
though dedicated to non-violence, will
only precipitate violence in Washington,
and set off waves of rioting across the
country.
“ Isn’ t this,” wrote King,
“ like condemning a robbed man because
his possession of money precipitated
the evil of robbery?” It is wrong tc
condemn poor people because they de
mand the means to lead lives of dig
nity in the heralded “ affluent society.”
The President’ s Commission on Civil
Disorders has proclaimed the urgent
need for action: It is time now to turn
with all the purpose at our command to
the major unfinished business of this
nation. It is time to adopt strategies for
action that will p r o d u c e quick and
visible progress. It is time to make
good the promises of American demo
cracy to all citizens— urban and rural,
white and b l a c k , S p a n i s h - s u r n a m e ,
American Indian, and every minority
group.
The Poor People’ s Campaign asks for
nothing more. It is imperative that the
white moderates—p a r t i c u l a r l y the
“ enlightened” members of the Uni
versity community—who so disappoint
ed Dr. King during his life, act now to
make real his dream of social justice.
The Poor People’ s Campaign can be
supported with letters and petitions to
Congressmen, supporting the demands
of the marchers. In Durham and on
campus, collections of food, clothing.

Fitzmaurice Unhappy W ith Fudge
To the Editor:
I am relieved to see that the class
of ’ 69 has decided to refund a whole
dollar to those who are lucky enough
to have ticket stubs.
The point I would like to make is
that I cannot see how they have the
gall to do this. Take, for instance,
my own case:
In order to see the Fudge, I had to
break an engagement for my own band.
I thought that it would have been worth
the experience. However, as I did not
see the Fudge, it seems as if I passed
up a job for nothing. Cost to myself:
$40.00. Add on the cost of two tickets,
plus gas, etc., and I find that it cost
me close to fifty dollars to sit in
Snively for an hour and a half.
I
don’ t expect to be paid all that, but
the least they could do is to give us
back the majority of what we paid for
our tickets. It is common knowledge
that those who went to the “ concert”
went to see the Fudge, not the Circle
of Friends or whatever their name
may be. To put it simply, we paid for

the Fudge and didn’t get it, so give us
back our money.
Secondly, I am disgusted at the se
quence of events of the night, because
I know that it was not necessary.
First, why were the Fudge late? Ob
viously, they were not informed of the
time necessary to get here.
Even
though late, they should have been
allowed to perform, if equipment was
available, which brings up my third
point - why was there no equipment
available?
As a representative of
the third largest booking agency in
New Hampshire, I can say that in
any venture as big as this, any re
putable agency would have seen that
spare equipment was instantly avail
able from an area band, and I can
name at least ten bands in this area
who have equipment of the necessary
quality.
My final advice is that next time
the sponsors should take the neces
sary precautions involved in such a
large endeavor.
William B. Fitzmaurice

M oftffl Complains

and much-needed funds are being made.
A New Hampshire contingent, including
poor people and volunteers, will leave
for Washington, May 28, to participate
in the planned mass demonstrations of
the 30th and 31st. Student help in Wash
ington will be welcome throughout the
summer.
Students, faculty, staff--all should
give their support in whatever possible
manner.
John Freeman

Ugarte Rebutted
To the Editor:
I am not about to come to grips
with the Vietnam issue and whether
or not the war is “ moral” , but I
was completely dumbfounded when I
read the letter by Michael Ugarte on
page 4 of THE NEW HAMPSHIRE on
May 8, 1968.
As far as I am con
cerned, I have no gripe with the way a
person chooses to wear his hair or
participate in school, but when he
starts talking down p a t r i o t i s m , is
when he must stop.
It is the laws of our country that
gave him the right to print his let
ter of objection, but when he is asked
to defend these principles, where will
he be? Possibly running off to Canada
with our friend Mr. Levenson?
Mr. Ugarte claims that he is Mr.
Typical and “ completely apathetic to
everything that’ s going on.”
Then
what was it that compelled him to take
the time to write a letter to the editor?
If he is so completely apathetic, why
should he be mildly concerned with
“ spreading patriotism?”
Patriotism should not be ignored.
If it weren’ t for patriotism during
WW II, you might be told what you
have to study in college and pursue
in life.
If it weren’ t for patriotism
throughout our history, I doubt that
you would have the freedom to choose
what you want in life.
Regarding the service, you might
find that it will train you better for
life.
It is widely known by employ
ers that a man with service in his
background is much more able to
accept responsibility and complete his
job.
Why not use your head and wait out
the service. If called and told to go to
Vietnam, this would be a much better
time to resist.
As far as long hair is concerned, you
might just as well lace the fact that
people who have been successful in
life are the ones who dictate the re
quirements and you must conform to
society’ s standards or be rejected.
One last note on Mr. Levenson.
Wouldn’ t it have been a bit less fool
hardy to wait until you have graduated
before making a martyr of yourself?
Eli Whitney

Housing Unfair
To the Editor;
On April 28, 1968, the University
billed me in the amount of $2.43
for “ Prorated Housing D a m a g e Stoke 220.” Upon inquiry, I received
an itemized statement of these damages
from which I was able to determine
that I could, indeed, assume no per
sonal responsibility.
The Housing
Office’ s thoughtful inclusion of a copy
of Rule 19 of the Housing Contract
was not necessary to remind me of
the existing policy of prorating such
damages.
Regardless of the fact that I had
entered into this contract, I found the
situation personally unpleasant, an
noying, and, somehow, quite unfair.
Suddenly, this policy of shifting part
of the consequences of abuse, vanda
lism, and theft directly to a (crossmy-heart...) blameless party seemed
open to question.
As a married graduate student, a
parent, a teacher, a taxpayer, I re
sented what I saw as implications in
accepting and honoring the bill.
I
still feel that payment without pro
test must constitute tacit admission
of responsibility!
My letter to the
Housing Office stated as much and
asked that the bill be withdrawn.
Today I have spent a great deal
of time in the Housing Office where
I was assured by Mr. Curtis that
the policy, in effect, is considered
“ fair” , “ equitable” , “ the most de
sirable” , “ the best for all concerned” ,
etc. I was most patiently lectured on
good citizenship, civic responsibility,
and, of course, on the great difficul
ties attendant upon operating housing
facilities.
Less than impressed, I
was quite unable to persuade Mr. Cur
tis that I did not really owe the office
two dollars and forty-three cents!
I moved into Room 220, Stoke Hall,
in September. The room was an appall
ing mess! After cleaning out dozens of
plastic coffee cups, many with their
rancid content of coffee and ashes;
after emptying drawers of tobacco,
ashes, and miscellaneous dirt and de
bris; after dragging the soiled and
ragged undershorts from under the
bed; after carting away rubbish and
cleaning the room, I settled down and
have tried my best to fulfill what I
see as my civic responsibilities. I
have no really bitter grief to file
against Housing—just some g r i p e s
which I’ m sure are shared by others.
Housing, though, would prefer my $2.43
to my good will. Having done my best
to explain why I would pay this bill
only because of what may best be
termed fear of consequences—and then
only under the strongest public pro
test—I shall ante up. Like everyone
else?
Philip L. Martin
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Grishman Conducts Lunchtime Music

Review

”Aegis” Shows Promise
shows admirable qualifications
for his position in “ An End on
It.”
He uses few words, his
images are not that original(“ The
air feels stiff/lik e paint rags in
the December shed” ), but he ef
fectively illustrates his feelings,
and in a way different from that
of Mayard’ s.
Sandy Todd’ s “ Poem” is al
most the direct opposite of “ An
End on It” . Todd spends half his
poem on unnecessary detail and,
consequently, the most important
certainty that most ot the writers ^
is burled In aw elterotdetall,
in “ A egis” practice a form of
j
’
its effect blunted.
coitus interruptus: their pieces
As for the rest of the poetry,
end in a climax that is le ss
only Georg Trakl’ s “ A Song of
than what was expected.
Evening” and Chuck Theodore’ s
Ken Myers presents some in
“ poem” stand out, each for dif
teresting
glimpses
of train
ferent reasons.
riding, but never develops fully
Trakl’ s poem is soft and speaks
nor brings to a decent conclusion
in a different way from the other
his initial prem ise, “ They are
Aegis contributors. He seems to
all riding on the train except m e.”
be the only writer in the magazine
Michael P . Greene’ s
“ The
who pays any attention to metrics.
Long Way Home” is perhaps the
Theodore’ s short “ Poem” is
best prose piece in the magazine,
supposed to be a haiku, it is
if only for the beginning. Greene
not:
haiku has 17 syllables.
handles words well and produces
.
, 1 . , . i. ,
■
and
“ It is drifting ic e b e r g s/
a beautiful, ly r ic ^ winter’ s night
c u rren t,/ that
--------The endmg of the story
„p
scene.
is a different matter.
It has
Maybe there’ s great profundity in
something to do with parts in the
it, but that is doubtful.
beginning, but nothing to do with
X if au
a nxu a
mu a
Aogls Is the stuTt of Something
most of the rest of the story. That
fault, however, does not drag the
prom ise, its editor good
story down.
judgment. This University des
Anne
M errill’ s
“ Another
perately needs a literary maga
Land,
Another Tim e” is an
zine.
Hopefully, Aegis will be
anomaly in this magazine: the
one that will last.
coitus interruptus occurs at the
beginning of the story, rather
than at the end.
A prophetic
vision of her brother’ s death in
a jungle war has little to do with
the fact that “ man’ s complexi
ties destine him to destroy all
Dean Warren Held, associate
that is beautiful in trying to pre
serve that beauty.”
Maybe the dean of Liberal Arts, will teach
war is relevant to it, but her a t w o - s e m e s t e r c o u r s e in Sans
krit (Languages 601-602) begin
ending is not.
Aegis’ poetry is, on the whole, ning next fall. The course will
good. “ Circus” and “ Poem to include the elements of gram
Anyone E lse” by R. Mayard are mar and the reading of simple
the two best poems. Mayard, in selections. The class will meet
his writing, indicates a knowledge three times weekly. For more
not only of the meanings of words, information call extension 252.
but also of their sounds. “ C ir
cus” presents sem i-su rrealistic
Students may redeem tickets
images of circus life from the
point of view of the perform er. for the Vanilla Fudge concert
“ Poem to Anyone E lse” presents on Thursday and Friday from
another side of Mayard, a softer, 12:00 to 3:00 p.m. :at the ticket
more sensitive side. He sums office of the MUB.
up the whole feeling of the poem,
it seem s, in these lines: “ I was
the flower you b ro k e ,/ the seed
The University of New Hamp
you planted.”
Jeffrey Hogan, editor of Aegis, shire String Trio will perform in

by Kevin D. Kennedy

“ Aegis” is a far better literary
magazine than last year’ s “ P e rs
pective”
was, but that is not
saying much. Still, for the first
effort of the new Student Pub
lishing Organization,
“ A egis”
is promising.
The contributions are of such
variety and different merit that
seemingly no blanket statement
can be made about the magazine.
Howeverj it can be said with

by Pat Deremer
Listeners relaxed on the danConstruction workers, san delioned grass in the warm sun or
daled students, and faculty mem lounged in the shade. Schoolbers heard an informal concert children scampering through the
of “ Tuesday Lunchtime Music” , woods also encountered the open
last week in the outdoor sculpture air music.
plaza of Paul A rts.
Persons in PCAC hurrying by
“ Tuesday Lunchtime Music” , an
open door
stopped short,
directed by Alan Grishman, a s - sm iled, and stood a while to
sociate professor of music, drifts listen.
A trio of men listened
throughout
the creative arts through a second story picture
center around noon. Everything window overlooking the scene, k
from harpsichord to flute to ja zz
Informality was the keynote,
has been played by faculty, stu - when Grishman stopped to turn
dents, and visitors.
his sheet of music, some of the
Although concerts usually take audience chuckled with him.
place in the Scudder Gallery,
<«An
absolutely
delightful,
balmy weather prompted the pe r- lovely idea,” commented M rs.
form ers to move their instru- Erwin Jaffe.
ments outside last week.
A sophomore remarked,
“I
Grishman chose the gallery for am enjoyingthe music very much,
performances because it is “ a i came to Paul totak eatest. The
live place — a pleasure to play music has put my mind at e a se.”
in.”
He added that the gallery
a
music major. Sue Karen
has a central location, and stu- wink, said “ The lunchtime music
dents and faculty short-cutting shows that the music department
Alan Grishman
through Paul Arts are lured to is making an attempt to reach
(photo by Marks)
the open gallery by music. Some the whole University communstay and eat their lunch.
ity.”
Grishman described audience
W ill there be “ Tuesday Lunchresponse as “ marvelous.”
time Music” next week?
“ If
He noted that musicians are not I can fnd someone to play,”
868-7782
concerned with the size of the Grishman said smiling. “ This
96 M ain St.
audience. “ It doesn’ t matter if is im provised.”
we have a thousand or ten,”
B ir t h d a y C a k e s a n d
he said.
“ The musicians play
S p e c ia litie s o n O r d e r
because they enjoy it.”
Last week M rs. Mimi Braver,
B re a k fa s t
a
professonal violinist, per
D in n e r
.............. ..
formed
“ Duos by Beethoven,.................
L
u
n
c
h
Bach, and Mozart” with G rish N
i
man on the lawn outside PCAC,
6 ajn. to 6 p.n.
so they would not disturb c la sses, B eves 7:45— fri & SAT 6:40 & 9:
Sat. 6 a.m. to 1 ajn.
MATS. WED-FRI & SAT 1:30
Which last until 12:30.

Saady - Carl Bakery

"FAR FROM THE
MADDING CROWD
9

Bulletinboard

Sanskrit Course

Vanilla Fudge Tickets

UNH Trio

Bulletinboard
Antigone
“ Antigone” , a French play by
Jean Anouilh, will be presented
at 7:30 p.m. tonight in Murkland
Auditorium. The play is directed
by Robert Perreau, a visiting
member of the UNH French De
partment.
There will be no
admission charge.

Poor People’s Campaign
Hank Randall, New Hampshire
representative of the Southern
Christian Leadership Confer
ence, will speak on the Poor
People’ s Campaign in Washington
on Monday, May 20, at 7:30 p.m.
in Hamilton Smith 214. Randall
is currently organizing a New
Hampshire contingent to partici
pate in the large-scale demon
strations
scheduled for
the
capital on May 30 and 31.

the Strafford Room of the MUB
on Wednesday evening at 8:00
p.m.
Members of the trio are Don
ald Steele, piano; Alan Grishman,
violin;
and Paul Ross, cello.
Keith Polk, horn, will appear as
guest soloist.
The programwill include Beet
hoven’ s Trio in D, Opus 70, no.l
for piano, violin, and cello; and
the Trio in D Minor, Opus 49,
for piano, violin, and cello by
Mendelssohn.
The concert is sponsored by
MUSO and is open to the public
without charge.

CALLIOPE

Student

Senior Week
Senior Week festivities will
begin on June 5 at the Sterling
Motor Inn in Dover. A “ happy
hour” , beginning at 6:15 will be
followed by a gourmet buffet and
dancing. Tickets are $2.95 per
person and will be available in
the MUB lobby. May 20-24 from
10 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
On June 6, a beach party will
be held at 1258 Ocean Boulevard,
in Rye, from 11:00 a.m. to 11:00
p.m. The Backstreet Spice will
play in the evening, beginning
at 7:30.
There will be plenty
of refreshments.
Tickets are
$1.00 per person and maybe pur
chased at the same time as those
for Friday evening.

Drug Lecture
The last speaker in the Drug
Series sponsored by the Phil
osophy department and MUSO will
be Dr. David Wise. Dr. Wise
is a biochemist at the Wyeth
Laboratories, which is the pre
sent
location of the national
center on amphetamines. He will
discuss
“ The Biological and
Psychological
Effects of the
Amphetamines”
(speed
and
dexydrine).
The
lecture is
scheduled for 8:00 p.m. in Paul
Arts, room A-219.
Tentative plans have been made
for having a speaker on “ Chem
ical and Social Uses of the Am
phetamines” at the same time.

Vegetable? — Nope
A Magazine by and
about people like you.
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Evelyn Brow ne Digs O ld Tombstones
by Joan Simonton
Digging clams and discovering
buried tombstones replace hour
exams and blue books in a class
taught by M iss Evelyn Browne,
professor of physical education.

Miss Browne bases her Out
door Education class, which is
open to all students, on the phil
osophy that “ anything that can
be taught outdoors, should be.“
She follows a theme of history,
concentrating on transportation
in this area from the early 1700’ s
to the present.
While handling an oddly-shaped
digging tool. Miss Browne ex
plained that this philosophy takes
in many varied activities. Ex

cavations at Puddle Dock, part
of the Strawbery Banks in Ports
mouth, and other local areas,
have been rewarded by discover
ies of old English China and an
cient tombstones. Her 18 eager
students also found the oldest
road in New Hampshire, buried
in the Durham area.
On their next trip to Goat Is
land, her class hopes to unearth
piles of money where a toll
bridge .once stood.
Digging for clams on Adam’ s
Point is Miss Browne’ s method
of demonstrating how Indians
lived off the land, and enjoying
the finds o f the digging is the
highlight of the course.

M cCarthy Beats RFK
In Choice ’68 Poll
Senator Eugene McCarthy out
distanced Robert Kennedy by a
margin of nearly 2-1 in the
Choice *68 Presidential Prefer
ence Poll conducted at UNH on
April 24.
The vote tally read: McCarthy,
559; Nixon, 404; Kennedy, 252;
Rockefeller, 207; Johnson, 78;
and Humphrey, 21.
“ Time’ ’ magazine sponsored
the poll at colleges and univer
sities throughout the nation. Stu
dents selected their first, second,
and third choices <or President,
and answered questions about
Vietnam and urban problems.
In the nation McCarthy had
285,988;
Kennedy,
213,832;
Nixon, 213,832; Rockefeller, 115,

permanent
cessation
temporary
suspension
present
“ limited’ ’
intensity
nuclear weapon
To Solve the

UNH

N a tio n

34%

28%

35%

29%

12%
12%
18%
26%
2%
49%
Urban C risis
UNH Nation
education
40%
40%
job training
39%
41%
riot control
12%
8%
housing
6%
8%
income subsidy
3%
3%
Tom McGonis of the Student
Senate Elections Committee re
leased the results of the poll.

H E A R T H E S IT A R A T U.N.H.
R A V I S H A N K A R 'S Disciple S H Y A M A D A S
and N A U A K U M A R on T A B L A
Friday, May 17th Strafford Room M U B
8:00 P.M.
Tickets T & C $1.25 students

$2.00 other

HOT DOG

22t

Thurs. — Fri. — Sat.
from 2 — 8

Donut Special:
Baker’s Dozen,
13 fo r the price o f a regular dozen

com

Y O U N G ’S
A N D D O N U T SHOP
(Restaurant)

on geese-shooting. She also spent
one summer hiking and climbing
in the mountains of Switzerland,
and plans this summer to camp
up the Alaskan highway to Mount
McKinley, where her father once
led a pioneer expedition.
Miss Browne, w^io received a
master’ s degree in education
from Columbia and in history
from UNH, has an active interest
in the proposed graduate program
in physical education at UNH.

The University hired her in
1947 to start a riding program,
now one of the most successful
sports in the department. She
also enjoys teaching riflery be
With the new Field House and
cause of “ the psychological in
other
facilities on campus she
terest involved.’ ’
believes
“ it is like starting
Miss Browne’ s hunting expedi all over again’ ’ , and considers
University “ an up-andtions have resulted in her writing the
(photo by Hendrick) an article for “ Field and Stream’ ’ coming place.’ ’

Apple Pie Makes You Sterile
by Barbara Yaeger

“ Sex Before Finals.’ ’
The
phrase, which may sound like a
and Democrats preferred Rocke request from UNH mdles, is a
feller to Nixon by a margin of button hanging on a bulletin board
2.5 to 1.
in Hubbard.
Thirty-two per cent of the
The button tradition is as old
campus independent voters fav as campaigning, but since the ar
ored Rockefeller, and 29 per cent rival of the hippy its popularity
favored Nixon.
has spread widely.
The percentages of UNH and
Today, the urge to “ button up’ ’
nationwide students voting on has become considerably more
Vietnam and the urban crisis than a hippy fashion.
were:
Now buttons can be found
Vietnam Military Action
almost everywhere from the Can
UNH Nation non County Fair to New York’ s
immediate
Underground Uplift Unlimited,
withdrawal
16%
18% where the shipments pour in at
phased reduction 56%
45% over 200,000 buttons a month.
present policy
9%
7%
( Not only have hippies, students,
increase in
J ----------------------------------------------effort
6%
9%
“ all out’ ’ effort 13%
21%
Bombing of Vietnam

937; J o h n so n , 5 7 ,3 6 2 ; H u m p h rey

(write-ins), 18,535.
Rockefeller received the most
total ballot mentions at UNH,
while McCarthy led the nation.
Four
hundred seventy-five
thousand students voted in the
mock election. At UNH, 1698 stu
dents, or 29 per cent of those
eligible, voted.
At the University those who
listed their party affiliation as
Democrats favored Kennedy over
McCarthy, 44 per cent to 24
per cent. Party Republicans pre
ferred Nixon to Rockefeller, 32
per cent to 29 per cent. Re
publicans preferred McCarthy to
Kennedy by a margin of 2-1,

The uniqueness of the course
reflects the versatile personality
of the professor.
Originally
from the Canadian Rockies, the
blue-eyed, white-haired Miss
Browne graduated from the Uni
versity of California at Berkeley
with a B.A. degree in physical
educaton.

and politicians discovered the take-offs on this theme like,
button idea, but advertisers have “ Use Contraceptives - Take the
foimd it the “ in’ ’ thing to do. Worry out of Being Close’ ’ , and
Avis might be called the button “ Use Contraceptives! NO DE
king with its “ We Try Harder’ ’ POSIT NO RETURN.’ ’
buttons in 52 different languages.
Most of the non-advertising,
Budweiser sells its collection non-political buttons seem to be
consisting of “ Tip-A-Canoe and protesting present conditions, the
a Budweiser Too’ ’ , “ Stump for draft and drugs. “ Draft Beer
Beechwood Ageing’ ’ , and “ I not Students’ ’ , “ Be Free...Go
like Bud.’ ’
Canada’ ’ ,
“ You can Fight and
General Electric has one which Die but you can’ t Drink at 18’ ’ ,
reads,
“ Be nice to me. I’ m “ Burn Pot not People’ ’ ,
and
going to be a GEnius someday.’ ’ “ Peanut Butter is better than
The Planned Parenthood As Pot.’ ’
Another prevalent theme is
sociation and the Parents’ Aid
Society have come out with but anti-religious, as shown by but
“ Bring
tons of warning: “ Be Prepared- tons which proclaim
Birth Control Crusade.’ ’
The I Back Paganism’ ’ , “ Reality is a
and “ God is Alive
button manufacturers decided to Crutch’ ’ ,
develop a few of their own as and Well in Mexico City.’ ’
The campus seem s to have
more button collectors than but
ton w earers. This trend has been
thwarted by a few individualists
like Chris Hart from W est who
periodically will be seen with his
“ button hat’ ’ covered with his
button collection.

There is also a blond fresh
man from Hitchcock who reveals
her desire to stay neutral in the
presidential race by wearing four
different candidates’ buttons on
her rain hat. Another student,
a junior math major, could be
seen wearing her “ BULL’ ’ button
all winter.
Probably the most interesting
thing about buttons is where they
are found and how people acquire
then. Next time you are in Ham
ilton Smith take a look into some
of the professors’ offices. And
have you seen the
“ Instant
Button Book’ ’ on sale at the book
store? The latest thing is to buy
a master button and just change
the message.
A junior R.A. takes her buttons
off of coats displayed in a men’ s
store in the Prudential Center,
(photo by Hendrick) while the president of Hubbard
gets her buttons from the “ True’ ’
in Amherst and off cereal boxes.
One
freshman
coed has an
“ Apathy’ ’ button, given to her by
her boyfriend from Notre Dame
where they use buttons to rally
C ER ES ST., PORTSMOUTH
school spirit.
The most popular button is the
one for McCarthy which can con
stantly be found adorning a few
—Now in its 9th. year in N E W Y O R K
dedicated Babcock students, and
Directed by
one girl said that she acquired
hers through her psychology pro
B E R N A R D H IA T T
fessor.
Thur. - Fri. - Sat. 8:30 P.M.
The largest collection of ob
May 9th. thru May 31st.
scene buttons can be viewed in
West with permission of their
A L L T IC K E T S $3.00
owner. Chip Lavallee.
S T U D E N T S $2.00
Some final wisdom from the
button realm - “ Women should be
Obscene and not Heard’ ’ , “ Use
M A K E R E S E R V A T IO N S E A R L Y
it before you lose it’ ’ , “ Send
Call 431-6660
Joe
Pyne to College’ ’ , and
Watch This Paper
For Our Summer Plans
“ SMILE.’ ’

THE FANTASTICKS’
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Student Trainers Help Aultmnn

On Saturday

by Mike Painchaud
Asst. Sports Editor
Seven
UNH undergraduates
spend up to 15 hours a week work
in g 'w ith Head Trainer Dwight
Aultman as student trainers.
The seven students are in
volved in the University’ s workstudy program and assist Ault
man in the treatment of injured
Wildcat athletes. The students
are on duty in the Field House
training
room Monday through
Friday afternoons as well as at
all athletic contests.
Aultman works with his student
trainers instructing them in the
proper
techniques of taping,
giving whirlpool and ultra-sound
treatments, and keeping records
of all treated injuries. Under
Aultman’ s direction the student
trainers soon become valuable
assets to the training operation.
According to Aultman, “ The
boys receive on-the-job training
from me, but after I get them
half-way trained with some basic
anatomy, I like to leave them
on their own to develop confidence
in them selves.”
There is no particular major
or special courses required to be
a student trainer, and for this
reason the trainers come from a
wide variety of major fields.
Although most of the students
work in the program because they
are in the work-study program,
Aultman insists that they are mo
tivated by a deeper desire to help
their fellow man. As Aultman
says, “ A boy must have an in
terest and desire to help the stu
dent athletes in order to be a good
trainer.”
The student trainers them
selves feel that working in the
training room affords them the
opportunity tobecome an involved
part of the UNH athletic program.
“ Its a good chance to work along
with the athletes and to become
more a part of the gam e,” said
Brian Horan, a freshman zoology
major from Manchester.
Greg Colburn, an English lit-

Student
Trainers

Dwight Aultman and his staff of student
trainers prepare for their Student Trainers
Conference. Shown (firom 1, to r.) are John
Scagliottl, Greg Colburn, Jim Psaledas, Bruce
French, Brian Horan and Aultman. Not present
were Lee Dolleman and Dick Vogelsong.

erature major, says it gives
him the chance to meet people,
“ I’ ve met more people in oneand-a-half years as a student
trainer than I met in four years
of high school,” he explained,
and added, “ It’ s really a damn

working with Aultman and find
him dedicated to the students at
UNH.
According to Colburn,
“ He is a regular guy. He knows
his business and he supports you
all the way with no static.”

Aultman’ s respect for his stu
dent trainers is as high as theirs
for him. “ The boys do a good
job,” said Aultman.
“ I don’ t
know what I would do without
them.
They’ ve
taken a tre
mendous burden off me physi
cally. I feel that whenever I have
. , .
,
1
„ to leave, I can go in the confithe
room
is just common doncB
.
. . .
•m
■
wic training iw
iu xojuoxw
that the trainmg
room is
sen se,” said Colburn. “ It’ s
„
matter of staying calm and know- ^
“ More important than the help
ing what to do.”
One drawback to the job is the they give me,” continued Ault
frequent trips.
“ We usually man, “ is the value to the boys.
make at least one trip a week It’ s a good deal of responsibility
with one of the teams and it they take on, and the confidence
involves a whole day away from and pride they gain in themselves
will prepare them to handle dif
c la sse s,” explained Colburn.

good job.
I didn’ t think I’ d
like it at first, but I took the
job because I needed the monfey.
I got used to it though, and now
I love it.”
The student trainers find the
work challenging, but not too
difficult. “ Most of the work in

Dwight ultman, therapist and
head trainer at UNH, has insti
tuted a Student Trainers Con
ference which will be held at the
Field House in Durham on Sat
urday, May 18. The conference
was established in an effort to
improve training conditions in the
high schools.
Sixty-five
students from 25
high schools in the area will
attend the one day conference,
Aultman and his student trainers
will
instruct the students in
various procedures used in the
training room, and a large part of
the instruction will include prac
tical experience.
Aultman first became aware of
the need to improve training pro
cedures on the h i^ school level
while working in high schools in
Virginia.
He how feels he is in a position
to make a contribution to the
field. “ As Head Trainer of the
state university, I realize I am in
a position o f responsibility to Im
prove and further the care and
prevention of athletic injuries all

over the state,” he commented.
According to Aultman the pro
gram will ultimately benefit UNH.
“ Some of these kids will come to
UNH and they are bound to want
to work in the training room-here.

The training I’ ll given these kids,
in addition to the two years experience they will have had in
high school,
will improve the
quality of training &icilitles at
UNH,” he explained.

Stickmen Lose, 9-3
The Dartmouth freshman la
crosse team defeated the UNH
stickmen
Saturday at Cowell
Stadium, 9-3.
The Little Green led by Bob'
Silcox and Vince Orchard scored
in all periods to hand the Kittens
their seventh loss of the season.
Bill Brunkhorst scored all three
Wildkitten goals in the first half.
The Dartmouth frosh scored
five times in the second half
while shutting out the Kittens.
Orchard, Silcox and Bruce Adams
did the scoring for the Indians.

CASH

Students Won't
Patronize You
No One Wants
Your Service
People Won't
iPay To Hear Your Band

for the injured Walsh. Walsh’ s victory.
UNH now has a 3-11 overall
injury was not serious and he
was walking normally after the record and is 2-5 in Yankee Con
ference play. UMass remains in
game.
contention for the conference title
UNH scored their final run in along with Rhode Island and Con
the
sixth inning when
Joe necticut.
Bartlett’ s second hit drove home
In freshman action the Harvard
Rick David from third base. The J.V. baseball team snapped the
Wildcat offense managed only Wildkittens’ three-game winning
four hits off sophomore hurler
streak in Durham last Thursday,
John Kitchen. Bartlett had two
7-0.
Earlier in the year the
hits while Chase and Farrell
Crimson J.V .’ s defeated UNH at
each had one.
Cambridge, 10-3.
Aschaftemburg pitched for
The Red men were sparked by
several batting stars. DiSarcina Harvard and^gave up only two hits
and Ferron each had three hits, in his nine innings of work. Har
while Chinappi, Rogers, and E s- vard scored all the runs they
panet each knocked in two runs. needed in the first inning on a
Chinappi had previously hurt UNH three-run homer by DeChellis.
in the two teams’ 'first meeting They added three insurance runs
on April 27, when hehom eredfor in the sixth and another in the
all the runs in a 2-0 UMass eighth.

COLLEGE CORNER
Grilled Frankfurters
and Potato Salad, Garni

95^

IT A L IA N S P A G H E T T I with Meat Balls or
Veal Cutlets, Rolls and Butter
SU N DAY
Roast Turkey, stuffing

$1.25

$ 1.00

I
I

You Need To Advertise
"The NEW H A M P S H IR E " summer issue will be available
all summer to remind students — faculty — residents — and
visitors of you.
For help in preparing your ad stop by the "N E W
H A M P S H IR E " office or call 387.

I

■h J

Both Colburn and Horan enjoy ficult situations later on.”

UMass Baseball Team Bombs Wildcats
by Bruce McAdam
Staff Reporter
UMass
outclassed a p oorfielding Wildcat baseball team
Saturday afternoon, beating them
11-3 at Brackett Field. The Redmen scored eight unearned runs
to give them the margin of vic
tory. UMass committed two e r 
rors making all three UNH rims
unearned. This made a total of
eleven runs due to errors in the
game.
The first play of the game was
an indication of things to come, as
UMass lead-off batter Ray E llerbrook hit a line drive to left
field.
Joe Bartlett misjudged
it and the hit was charged as
an error. UMass then went on
to score t vo runs on a triple to
left center by clean-up hitter
Steve Rogers.
UNH came right back to tie it
up with two unearned runs. Bill
Chase and Joe Bartlett scored
on a throwing error by UMass
catcher Tony Chinappi.
The Cats then held theRedmen
until the fifth inning, thanks to
some good fielding by shortstop
Tom Steininger. In the fifth the
defense fell apart and UMass
scored four runs on three hits
and three UNH errors.
UNH pitcher Buddy Walsh was
struck in the leg by a line drive
off the bat of Don Ferron, and Ted
Connor brought on Bill Newcomb

Trainers Meet at U N H

C L A SSIF IE D A D S
Y O U N G C O U P L E with six month old child looking for a
two bedroom apartment or small house to rent in Durham.
Please contact Bill at 868-2681.
F O R S A L E - 1961 Morris Minor - excellent condition
Phone 659-3879 mornings or evenings.
A T T E N T IO N : U N H S T U D E N T S Special discount anytime
during open bovding. 30 cents a string. 1.0. cards must be
shown. Friendship Lanes, Route 108 North Main Street,
Newmarket. N . H. Hours: 1:00 pjn. 'til midni|^t Tele
phone 6 ^ 5 1 2 4 for reservations._______________
F O R S A L E : Honda Superhawk, 300 cc. Low mileage,
excellent condition. Luggage rack » id helmet incl. Call Ken
Brown 742-5469 or drop in to the New Hampshire office.
F O R L E A S E : Penthouse Apartment in Dover for summer.
Three bedrooms, living room, kitchen, bath/shower, store
room, two stairways, two porches with skyline view o f
picturesque Dover; within staggering distance of the C^t.
Let's talk about a price. Call 742-1599.

LOST: Would the person who found a roll of 35 M M film
at the Franklin Theatre please return It to the Granite
Office immediately!! It has some very important pictures
for the yearbook on it.
A T T E N T IO N A R T ST U D E N T S: Summer job opportunity
with boys camp in Bristol, N. H. for male arts and crafts
counsellors. Eight week season, good pay and benefits. Con
tact Ed Brodeur, Stoke 263 (Ext. 603). D E A D L IN E : to
morrow afternoon.
C A SH FO R Y O U R BO O KS: We buy all hardback and paper
back books every Thursday afternoon 1 — 4 p.m. The B O O K
CO-OP, 12 Rosemary Lane, Durham, N. H.
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Tommy Conner

Botboy-Cleonup ManfortheTeom Lacrossemen Earn Tufts Tie
by Bill Moore
UNH batboy Tommy Conner
wears his size two cleats, his
small Action Sportswear uniform
with the blue number seven on the
back (a tribute to his hero Billy
Estey), and an official blue UNH
baseball cap with the silver NH
emblazoned on it. He wears the
cap only to the games because
of a rule set down by his father.
“ Otherwise I’ d wear it all the
time,’ ’ says Tommy, who will be
nine years old the eighteenth of
May.
Tommy, son of varsity baseball
coach, Ted Conner, first asked
his father if he could be batboy
for the team four years ago, when
the Conner family first moved to
Durham from Scranton, Pennsyl
vania. But at that time his father
said he was too small, and be
sides, Andy Mooradian’ s s o n
Todd was the batboy. Last year
Tommy got the nod and served as
batboy for the first time. He
can’ t remember just what he
said when his father asked him
to be batboy, but according to
his father, he was tickled to get
the job.
Standing beside several of his
friends. Chuck and Wes Owens,
who chase foul balls for Tommy,
and Tommy’ s brother Bobby, who
is his replacement. Tommy said
of his job, “ I cheer the team on
and all that stuff” . As well as
cheering the team on, he keeps the
home plate area of the field clear
of foul balls, thrown bats, and
d r o p p e d protective headgear,
Tommy also hands the pitcher his
jacket when he comes off the
mound after each inning.
During the game Tommy stands
b e s i d e the dugout, kicks the

Play Ball
Batboy Tommy Conner yells
encouragement from the dugout
as the Wildcat baseball team
comes to bat.
(photo by Moyer)
ground with his cleats, and intently watches play while chewhis favorite bubble gum. Big
Buddy bubble gum, that comes in
foot long strips. During a game
he usually chews about six inches
of gum. Asked if he ever blew
bubbles, he said, “ I don’ t know
how to blow bubbles.”
Tommy says of baseball, “ It’ s

m y favorite sport,’ ’ and that he’ s
“ not much interested in other
sports.’ ’ When he’ s not watching
the UNH games or a game on
television, he’ s on the baseball
diamond in back of his home playing with the kids in the neighbor-'
hood.
When asked if he ever did any
thing wrong while being a batboy.
Tommy looked out across the
field with his blue eyes, and sha
ded the sun off the freckles that
speckle his nose and spill off onto
his cheeks. “ I don’ t know.’ ’ Then
after a moment’ s more reflec
tion, “ Once I got yelled at when
I was talking with the other kids
and not paying attention.’ ’
What does Tommy do after the
game is over? “ I just go home
after the game if we lo se .”
However, if the team wins, he
talks with the players and con
gratulates them.
In school he’ s in the third grade
and as he puts it, “ I’ m a straight
C-student.”
After the Connecticut g a m e ,
which UNH lost by a score of 5-0,
Billy Estey said a few words about
Tommy. “ He has a lot of com petitive spirit like his father and
he’ s a real hustler.” Bill Chase
said of him, “ He adds spirit to
the team.”
Tommy’ s mother,
Mrs. Barbara Conner said, “ He’ s
right in there and he’ s learning
a lot. His father says he’ s doing
a good job this year.”
What does Tommy want to do
when he grows up? He spoke withqu^ hesitation, “ A baseball playjt took a little longer for
him to decide what team he wanted
to play on though. He finally de
cided that he wants toplayshortstop for the Boston Red Sox.

Co-captain Dave Hagerman
scored two goals in overtime
Saturday to give the Wildcat la
crosse team a 6-6 tie with the
Tufts Varsity.
The Wildcats fought to over
come a 2-1 deficit at halftime to
lead 4-3 with eight seconds remaining in regulation time. However, Ochae of Tufts ruined the
Cats’ hopes for their second
victory of the season with a goal
shot past Wildcat goalie Dick
O’Conner, sending the contest
into overtime.
Pollard gave Tufts an early
lead in the overtime period with

The UNH track team was an
underdog to both Northeastern
University and Springfield Col
lege at a tri-meet Saturday at
Springfield.
Northeastern stormed through
the meet and took 10 of 17 pos
sible first place honors to help
give them a total of 84 points
in the meet. Springfield came in
second with 65 points and New
Hampshire was lastwith 35 points.
it was the first loss of the
season for both the New Hampshire and Springfield teams.
Pierce
of Northeastern won
both the 100 and 220 yard dashes
with times that New Hampshire’ s
Bob Crellin has consistently
beaten in the past,
Bill Phillips won the hammer
throw for UNH with a toss of
165 feet, 6 inches. Teammate
A1 Burns finished second in this
event.
Phillips also took a second in
the javelin and a third in the shotput.

The women’ s lacrosse team
won a victory against Windsor
High while losing to Waylanfl
and Beaver High Schools in a
playday sponsored by Boston Lacrosse Association on Saturday
at Concord Academy.
UNH came
through with a
3-2 victory in the close and
accurate second match, while the
Windsor team pressured the UNH
squad.
Donna Eldredge, Judy
Hanlon, and Laura Stanzyck took
advantage of spaces in the Windsor defense to score the three
UNH goals.
The first and third matches
ended in defeat for UNH, with
Wayland winning the first with
a score of 3-1, and Beaver High

ending the playday with a 4-1
victory over UNH. Laura Stanzyck scored the only goal in
UNH’ s slow start with Wayland
High.
After the close victory
against Windsor, the women again
fell into a slump as the Beaver
defense only allowed one goal by
Jan Cody, after several attempts
by the desperate UNH squad in
the remaining moments of the
game.
The playday did not count in the
team’ s regular season as the
games
were only abbreviated
games.
It did offer the team
good experience .in the culmination of their short season of one
win over Bradford Junior College
and a loss to Colby Junior.

Hampshire were George Tucker,
who got UNH’ s only other first
with a win in the high hurdles;
Bob Vanier a second in the mile;
Ev Dunklee a second in the twomile run; Bob Nichols a second in
the pole vault; Jeff Bannister a
second in the high jump; and Steve
Seay, who took third in the triple
jump. George Tucker also took a
fourth in the pole vault, and James
Upham finished fourth in the
intermediate hurdles and third
in the mile relay.

The New La Cantiiia
Restaurant and
Lounge

ranklin
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1 doubles.
Mike Britton of UConn finished
his coilege career, and remained
undefeated in three years of com 
petition by beating Goodwin of
UNH, 6-4, 6-4.
Massachusetts won the champ
The Wildcats’ Dave Joslin lost
ionship,
garnering
16 points
to Tom Johnson of Massachuto Rhode Island’ s 15. UNH scored
12 points,
followed by Connecticut
thg^g-ngiet’’
match^
^
•«44.v» 7,
n
s>ingies m a tc n e s .
with
and iv/r«4r^^
Maine with K
5. Ver
Bill Rothwell, of New Hamp
mont, with no points, forfeited
shire, defeated Scott Randolph,
several
matches because the
Catamount players
olavers were takinr
catamount
taxing
contention.
final exams.
But Scott Sheppard of Massa
New Hampshire’ s Wayne Godd- chusetts beat Bob Heaton, 6-0,
win and Bob Heaton defeated 6-0 in flight 5 to shatter New
URI’ s Tom Woods andTomSher- Hampshire’ s
hopes
for the
man, 13-11, 6-2, in the flight championship.

The
Wildcat tennis squad
placed third in the 20th Yankee
Conference tennis championship
matches at Burlington, Vt., Sat
urday.

Stickwomen Win O ne

Dick O’ Conner made 13 saves
in the Wildcat nets. Silventri
stopped 12 Cat shots for Tufts.

Other point getters for New

In Yankee Conference Title Matches

Women’s
Lacrosse
Team

Pete Paige, Steve Otis and
Jim Kearney also contributed to
the Wildcat attack, while Kahouri
and Raker rounded out the Tufts
scoring.

UNH Finishes Third in Tri-Meet

Wildcat Tennis Team Places Third

Members of the women’ s lacrosse team are
shown prior to lacrosse action at Concord
Academy Saturday.
Top row 1. to r. are
Barbara Lincoin, Sue Fortier, Jan Cody, Hyla
Weatherall, Polly Giles, Laura Stanzyck and
Marte Burtt. Bottom row; Donna Eldredge, Pat
Wigg, Joan Ayer, Sandy Moore, and Anna Lee
Miller.
(Photo by Justiniano)

his third goal of the game. Hager
man came right back for the Cats
to tie the score again at 5-5.
Tufts tallied their sixth goal
of the game midway through the
period to set the stage for Hagerman’ s game-tying goal with thirty
seconds remaining.

"S O FA R A B O V E T H E O T H ER T H R ILLE R
F I L M S th a t comparison would be foolish.
B u u tifu lly made and acted. “
—

Tww

" A T R IU M P H A N D A T H R IL L E R .
Erotie scenes of such outright beauty, such
superb subtlety. An
I outstanding film for

ai CIICDDC

lA OUCKnC

our tim e."
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Show Times: 6:00 - 8:45

Thursday, May 16
Brought Bock By Request

" 'X

Mr. Weller pleyi
Sir Join with a reliih u d
force aad teademeu that
a ^ e his Falstaif ouri!”
—Br#nd*n Gp/I, The New YbrAer

fC U d M U l
Show Times: 6:30 — 8:40

C i)e C o lle g e ^ lio p
Brad Mclntire
DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE

£,ni oi Schaa{ yea% Sole
Begins M a y 17th

